Who are the Programme
Leaders?
Greg Kirk
Greg and his business Goggles On! focus on simplifying
people management and exploring people leadership,
through executive and group coaching. He has nurtured
leaders on both sides of the globe as a lawyer, manager
and confidant. Greg enjoys creating the space for others
to build their confidence.

“This program is here for us and our community.

Lawrence Green

Our community needs us all to use our passion and

Lawrence is a leadership expert, author, speaker and executive coach with over 15 years experience in working
with leaders, leadership, and the challenges of change. He
cares deeply about community and helping community
leaders to find practical solutions to the challenges they
face.

vision to create positive change. LLDP allowed the
time and space to identify and focus on the passions
and dreams that drive change in ourselves and our
community.
For me each session allowed new ideas to be tested,
fine tuned, or even rejected.

Glen Skipper, Ngati Tawhirikura
Poutiaki Taonga/Curator Taonga Maori
Collection, Puke Ariki (2015)

How Do I Apply?
Request an application from Greg Kirk

Glen Skipper
2015 Graduate

Legacy
Leadership
Development
Programme

Text or Call
021 272 7939
Or Email
greg@goggleson.co.nz
Applications close Wednesday 31st January 2018

2018

Charlotte Ward 2016 Graduate

Marnie Reinfelds 2015 Graduate

What are the 2018 Dates?

What is the Legacy
Leadership Development
Programme (LLDP)?

Leading on Purpose (28th February and 1st March)
Being clear about who you are, what you stand for, and
how to ensure you ‘walk your talk’

A 100% free, one-year (across 9
days), community leadership
programme, designed to:

Leading for Change (2nd and 3rd May)
The art of change leadership, being a change leader and
the psychology of change.

1. Accelerate the development of community leaders to
have a bigger impact, more easily; and

Leading for Impact (1st and 2nd August)
How to make the most of your talent, leadership
energy and the leadership mindset.

2. Support the achievement of community outcomes

Learning to Lead (7th and 8th November)

through stronger cross-organisation collaboration

Keys to accelerating your learning, development and

among and beyond programme participants.

results.

What is Leadership?

Leadership Integration (9th November)
Bringing the learning together, next steps, celebration and

Leadership means being the best
you can be in the service of the
goals and aspirations of your
organisation or community.
Being a community leader means taking responsibility,
through action, for the well-being, growth and success of
your community.
You are likely to be a community leader if you have a
formal or informal community leadership role, are an arts
leader or a social entrepreneur, are part of a government

graduation.

What is in it for me?

“I have found LLDP really valuable in my personal life,

Personally

due to the fact I discovered my passionate project and get

Make the most of your talents, handle

my workplace too and am starting to notice the benefits

challenges of leadership and accelerate

within my team and my decisions”

your results.

Marnie Reinfelds, Ngati Mutunga. Portfolio
Manager –Population Health, Taranaki District Health Board (2015)

so much from this. I am bringing what I have learnt into

Community
Increased

ability

to

unlock

the

opportunities for working collaboratively,
for the greater good.

“LLDP has allowed me to recognise the barriers that I am
putting on myself, peel them back and realise that there
are a whole lot of opportunities out there for me that I

agency that works closely with the community, have a

didn’t think were there before. It is an awesome forum for

community facing role in an organisation with a strong

personal development and growth.”

commitment to social responsibility; or are part of a

Charlotte Ward, Owner, Silk Spa,
New Plymouth (2016)

commercial organisation that cares about community.

